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Southbank Art is an independent conservation framer as well as supplier of artists materials with a
richness of knowledge as well as experience in having been with this type of business for over 30
years and then under the present ownership since the year 2000. This store was based in the heart
of the London's SE1 wherein they are providing a community link and then offer sound advice for
some of the local artists as well as students. Other than that, their broad knowledge as well as
expertise can be also attributed to their small team of staff as well as their varied education and
training which includes textile design, fine art, theatre design and many more.

When it comes to the most popular brand that is known for its quality as well as longevity, Faber
Castell is one of the name that has been known to some of the artists for over two hundred years.
Also, their dedication to the quality and to the innovation has been producing excellent products and
artists materials. Faber Castell brush pens, as with the rest of their excellent range, are now
available in various grades which are the superfine, fine and medium. These brushes are also
perfect for drawing a sketch while you are out and about, the Pentel brush pen can assure you to
become a real workhorse in your kit.

Aside from an excellent brush, they have also an incredible drawing paper from brands just like
Fabriano, which brings a range of a high quality product that derived from technical expertise.
Fabriano also produces paper for many different industries and then excel in producing better paper
for the artist and illustrators as well. The Fabriano Ruvidi as well as Liscia paper are providing the
best solution in terms of technical drawing  because of the reason that, it perfectly smooth and
tough drawing paper allows for even line and it is also lasting against erasing.

On the other hand, paint markers are also ideal for a wide range of uses that starts from design
work on some of the difficult surfaces in order to line work for art projects. At Southbank Art, they
have a huge selection of paint markers that came from such great brands just like Marabu, Pentel
and Pilot. With this, it gives you a versatile choice of options that will surely suit with your next art
and craft project in a perfect way. You can also customize your own clothes as well as accessories
because these markers still works with leathers and rubbers.  Nevertheless, everything that you
needed in order for you to create a stunning piece can be found in this store, so shop now!
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